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Every year, Bondue Business Forum invites many established 
industry professionals to our event to shed light on the various 
industry trends, meet and network with our fellow undergraduates.  

Having benefited from the experience of attending the various 
networking events in SMU ourselves, we felt that it’s a pity how 
most of the knowledge shared was limited to the participants of 
the event. We feel that valuable insights should not only be limited 
to attendees but to all Bonduers.   

This is what birthed the idea of our 1st edition of the Bondue 
Business Times, a magazine that aims to document key insights and 
learnings from our event and industry professionals through a 
series of interviews and to share them with our wider student 
population. 

This magazine seeks to document the day in the life of various roles 
in the different industries while providing insights into industry 
trends, as well as targeted career advice from industry 
professionals.  

We understand that it is an ambiguous time to live in and certainly 
hope that this magazine will give you a glimpse into the vast range 
of career opportunities available. We also wish that this magazine 
may serve as a valuable resource in your journey towards achieving 
your career aspirations. 
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Business 
Majors



COMMUNICATION 
MANAGEMENT 
Tracks: Data, Design and Communication

The  Communication Management  major is a highly versatile major that 
focuses on the theory and practice of strategic and brand communications. 
It is suitable for careers in corporate communication, public relations, 
digital media, advertising, and content development. You will also develop 
the communication skills required to thrive in management roles.
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https://business.smu.edu.sg/business/disciplines/communication-management/welcome


The  Entrepreneurship major is for undergraduates who want to make an 
impact through new venture creation, leading corporate innovations, or 
spearheading business growth plans. Through electives, an entrepreneurship 
practicum, and study missions to entrepreneurial hubs globally, you will gain 
a foundation for applying the tools and techniques to start new ventures, 
lead corporate innovation, and scale your impact.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
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https://business.smu.edu.sg/business/disciplines/strategy-and-organisation/entrepreneurship-major


Tracks: Finance Analytics Track, International Trading Track,  
             Real Estate Track, Wealth Management Track, Banking Track

Finance is a key pillar of the Singapore economy and accounts for a large 
fraction of foreign investments into Singapore. Not only does the sector 
employ a significant part of Singapore’s professional workforce, job 
opportunities will be expanded by advances in FinTech and Asia’s growth. 
The Finance major is well-designed to equip you with the relevant industry 
skills to be ready to take on a career in finance and related sectors.

FINANCE 
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https://business.smu.edu.sg/business/disciplines/finance/welcome


MARKETING 

In the Marketing major, you will learn to use consumer research to develop 
competitive and sustainable marketing strategies. Marketing graduates find 
work in diverse industries, including branding, advertising, digital media, 
sales, retail, consulting, and marketing research.

Tracks: Marketing Analytics Track, Retail and Services Management Track
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https://business.smu.edu.sg/business/disciplines/marketing/welcome


OPERATIONS 
MANAGEMENT 

Tracks: Maritime Business & Operations Track, Operations Analytics Track

The Operations Management major provides you with the skills needed to 
drive operational excellence and manage business operations in a wide 
range of sectors, including retail, consumer goods, hospitality, healthcare, 
supply chains, logistics, and manufacturing.
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https://business.smu.edu.sg/business/disciplines/operations-management/welcome


Organisational Behaviour & Human Resources (OBHR) major consists of 
two areas of emphasis. The first emphasis, Organisational Behaviour (OB), 
focuses on leadership, teams, organisational change, ethical decision-
making, negotiations and cross-cultural management. The second area of 
emphasis, Human Resources (HR), focuses on talent acquisition, 
performance management, learning and development, compensation and 
benefits, strategic HR and HR analytics.

ORGANISATIONAL 
BEHAVIOUR & 
HUMAN RESOURCES 
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https://business.smu.edu.sg/business/disciplines/organisational-behaviour-and-human-resources/welcome


The Quantitative Finance major is a cross-disciplinary field which uses a 
scientific approach to make trading, hedging and investment decisions, as 
well as facilitating the risk management of those decisions. The financial 
markets are increasingly driven by technology, in which superior knowledge 
and efficiency provide a competitive advantage. This major builds analytic 
skills required in the financial markets for understanding new innovations in 
finance and making decisions. The Quantitative Finance major aims to 
impart to our students a good command of quantitative skills to a 
successful career in risk analysis, asset management, derivatives sales & 
trading, quantitative research, and consulting.

QUANTITATIVE 
FINANCE 
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https://business.smu.edu.sg/business/disciplines/quantitative-finance/welcome


The Strategic Management major develops strategic management concepts, 
skills and competencies. These include formulating corporate strategies, 
developing new businesses, designing corporate structures, and managing 
businesses and corporations.

STRATEGIC 
MANAGEMENT 
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https://business.smu.edu.sg/business/disciplines/strategy-and-organisation/strategic-management-major


Many businesses have started to embrace environmental and social 
sustainability as part of their strategic goals. The Sustainability major, the 
first of its kind in Singapore, develops a basic understanding of issues such 
as climate change, marine pollution, the depletion of natural resources, and 
poverty. The interdisciplinary nature of the major includes courses in various 
business and non-business disciplines, covering a variety of perspectives and 
tools needed to help firms, and in selected situations, government and the 
non-profit sector, to make meaningful impact.

(To be taken as a second major)
SUSTAINABILITY 
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https://business.smu.edu.sg/business/programmes/bachelor-business-management/bbm-curriculum


Digital Technologies are transforming business, government, and society 
rapidly and profoundly. The Digital Business major provides students with a 
comprehensive understanding of digital technologies, digital business 
models, and the necessary analytical and management tools to navigate 
the digital transformation frontier confidently. It provides new perspectives 
on operating organisations, creating value for consumers, and gaining a 
competitive advantage in the digital age. The knowledge acquired in this 
major has wide-ranging applications in a variety of industries.

(To be taken as a second major)
DIGITAL BUSINESS 
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https://business.smu.edu.sg/news/2021/03/10/smu-launches-digital-business-major-fuel-industry-talent-equipped-support-business


Professional  
Insights



HUMAN RESOURCE

CHUON YAN ONG 
Chief Operations Officer People Team, Shopee 

By having a questioning mindset and not taking everything as-is. Learn to 
form your own views and build conviction in them. That’s one thing sorely 
lacking in a lot of candidates. You can read a piece of information, you can say 
an expert said it, but I will ask you what you think.

What sparked your interest in HR in the first place?

How would you suggest students acquire the skills which you 
mentioned you look out for when making hiring decisions?

It  started back in NS where I was posted to the Ministry of Home Affairs 
(MHA) to do 2 years of Human Resource (HR) because I broke my hand. I 
didn't ask for it but I just happened to get that experience. Over my time in 
SMU, through trying and eliminating different things, I felt like HR was a good 
balance. I enjoy interacting with people and diving deeper into the motivations 
of people driving them to greater success. HR gave me the platform to do so.  

People always think about the pay, especially compared to finance where SMU 
students tend towards because of the perception of higher pay, and whether HR 
is just a boring administrative role. It's definitely not just about processing leave 
and payroll and all that back-office stuff. There's a lot of strategic work that is 
involved in the job. You first have to understand from a strategic standpoint 
what’s important for the business, and then you put on your HR hat to ask how 
you can actually help the business from that angle.

What is one misconception you wish to debunk in the HR industry?

E-Commerce

Let’s Connect! 14
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STRATEGY 

The core skill that students would need is basic digital 
marketing knowledge. Having a grasp of marketing 
metrics, measurement, how to achieve brand and 
performance marketing objectives would set them up 
for success. This knowledge serves as a good foundation 
for driving adoption of Google Ads with clients. Of 
course, a curiosity and passion for technology and 
digital solutions also helps young practitioners to 
continue to learn and get better at their craft. 

Tell us more about your job role as a senior 
accounts manager at Google
I am part of the Large Customer Sales (LCS) team in 
Google Singapore, focusing on the e-commerce 
vertical. I am responsible for driving the adoption and 
scale of Google Ads for some of our largest clients in 
APAC by helping companies achieve their business 
goals through digital strategy, performance and 
brand marketing.

What are some necessary skill sets students are 
recommended to possess to join your line of work?

I joined Google in 2018 and was the only Singaporean account 
manager at the time. Digital marketing and Google were 
nascent in Southeast Asia and my experience was in social 
media and communications so the learning curve as an 
Account Manager was exceptionally steep. The 3 core skills 
that I eventually had to develop were the understanding of 
sales, Google product knowledge and client relationship 
management. 

What are the challenges you have met in your job role 
thus far? 

Technology

JOLENE NG 
Senior Account Manager 
Google 

Let’s Connect!
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PUBLIC SERVICE

What I really liked about MINDEF was the fact that I was able to work in 
the ministry and talk about policy and strategy, but also operationalise it 
on the ground. I think no matter where you are in public service, the 
purpose and the mission and the values don't change. I would say that 
must be the starting point - the heart to serve.

What does your job entail?

What do you enjoy most about your role?

Our ultimate aim is to find good jobs for Singaporeans and to create a 
vibrant economy for Singapore. My role is sitting outside of HQ in the 
foreign overseas centre. A lot of what we do is very client facing, and 
looking out for new clients - the tech giants of tomorrow, and how we can 
increase their presence and activity, to secure better jobs for 
Singaporeans.

The ability to serve - being some form of representative for Singapore, in an 
overseas country. As a little red dot, we often question ourselves. How do 
we punch above our weight? How do we put ourselves on the map? I find 
it's obviously both very challenging, but also very fulfilling when you can do 
it. That's one of the most challenging, but also gratifying work that I do. 

What made you join Public Service after so many years in the SAF? 
How similar or different has it been?

CHOY YONG CONG 
Regional Vice President (UK/Europe), EDB 

I meet a lot of very interesting people who are doing very 
different things. You get to understand more of the 
technical and technological advanced companies, you also 
learn the interesting things that they're doing.

Is there a certain personal fulfilment you have?

Let’s Connect!
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FINANCE 

Live your life with no regrets! Over time, things evolve and what you want from 
your life also changes but there’s no turning back. Even if I turn back time, I will 
still do everything the same way I did because I consulted many people before 
making a move. Everything you do at a point in time will be the best decision you 
made given the set of information you have then. 

What does a typical week or day at work look like for you? 
I meet clients and solicit deals. Typically, you have a portfolio of clients attached to 
you, where you make sure that the portfolio grows in terms of revenue and credit 
profile. You also manage risk, because there are always risks and rewards you have 
to balance, in terms of non-performing loans, credit reviews, etc. We also assess 
clients in terms of their credit standing, before deciding what kind of credit 
facilities you want to offer to them.

What has been memorable in your career thus far? 
I find opportunities to go overseas and interact with a globalised clientele very 
exciting. This is particularly so when you are managing MNCs as your clients. You 
realise that there are many people from very different walks of life and cultural 
backgrounds, from people in New York, Latin America to Asia as well. 

If you were 21 again, what would you have done differently? 

Banking

CLARENCE CHAI 
Director of Wholesale Corporate Marketing, OCBC 

Let’s Connect! 17

Technical skills learnt in school and having the willingness to learn are very 
important. In terms of soft skills, you have to be smart in catching cues from people 
such that you know their expectations. Ultimately, be grounded and avoid giving 
the impression that the company should be here to do something for you. You have 
to think about what you can contribute instead.

What are some skills recommended for students to join your line of work?
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Logistics Services

COMMUNICATION 
MANAGEMENT

I helm Ninja Van’s communications in six countries. My counterparts 
in each country work closely with me to help Ninja Van reach out to 
our desired audience. I also head up Ninja Van’s Content pillar, which 
is relatively new to me and an interesting parallel to 
communications. We didn’t have anyone doing it, so I started the 
function 12 months back. It's a good opportunity for me to learn how 
to use things like Google Analytics, SEO keyword research tools and 
WordPress. That has been an interesting journey, and it still is. 

What are some key skill sets that you think students should have 
in order for them to join your line of work? 

What does your job scope entail?

If you talk about skill sets, it is mainly writing and speaking. These skills are 
things that you need to practice because otherwise, you will not be able to 
achieve a better version of yourself. Writing and speaking is a craft of 
words. You have to ask yourself, “What sacrifices will I make to hone my 
craft?” It applies to anyone and there is no end to that learning. Whatever 
you do, remember: just keep learning!

WU YING YING 
Regional Head (Content & In-Market Comms), Ninja Van 

I want to stay in the tech/startup space. I joined ShopBack 
when it was about a year old. After that, I joined Ninja Van 
at its fifth year mark. Both were in similar growth phases so 
it would be interesting if I could see a company in a 
different growth stage. I also hope that I am still learning. I 
don't like the word ‘expert’ because I think it connotes a 
glass ceiling, especially to learning. And I hope that I still 
think this way in the future!

Where do you see yourself In the next five to 10 years? 

Let’s Connect!
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HOSPITALITY

What is one misconception of the industry which you wish to 
debunk?
“One should always start from washing plates and making beds.” 
There is some wisdom in that as if you start your career in operations, 
it can help you in the longer term when you have a understanding of

What is your passion & how did you find out about it?
I would suggest trying lots of different experiences when you are in your 
20s, even things that might make you uncomfortable at the beginning. I 
discovered I had 4 passions: Real Estate, Interior Design, Hospitality and 
Travelling. I then spoke widely to everyone I met and one day during a 
light bulb moment, I discovered my passions could be combined into two 
words: “Hotel Development”.

Could you describe how a typical day would look like for you 
at work and what do you enjoy most about your role?
The goal is to increase the number of hotels in the system. A 
typical day (pre-covid) would entail the following job scope - 
travelling to hotel sites in Singapore/Japan to ascertain suitability 
for one of our thirty hotel brands, pitching for projects and many 
more.

RAYMOND TAN 
Senior Director (Hotel Development), Marriott International 

Let’s Connect!

the core business of the industry. That said, the industry is 
large enough for one to be a specialist within a sub-field 
and still succeed.
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HUMAN RESOURCE 
Technology

ALEX TEO 
People Experience & Govt Relations Lead, ShopBack 

What does a typical day at work usually look like for you?
There isn't a typical day, but a lot of it revolves around engaging different 
stakeholders, getting feedback, improving on things. For some projects that we're 
working on, we'll have a weekly cadence of meetings where we individually work on 
certain components and then we come together to discuss, refine and decide on the 
next step forward. We keep moving forward until we get to the delivery of the 
project.  

How was the transition like for you from the public sector over to ShopBack? 
It was a tremendous culture shock. There were things I had to unlearn and relearn. I 
had to own the problem, own the direction, think harder about where to take things 
and what the company, users and colleagues need. I also had to assess the resources 
we had, find solutions and get buy-in from people. 

Thinking in first principles is also important. It was about understanding what we 
needed as a business and finding what was relevant to us, rather than latching on to 
some shiny new solution or initiative that someone else had launched. That's being a 
follower without considering your own situation.  

The last thing I learnt was to be more direct with my feedback to people. I used to be 
more concerned with how people would think, especially my own managers and 
bosses. In my first few weeks at ShopBack, I asked the CEO for some feedback. His 
feedback was that I treated him “too much like a boss”. I reflected on that and 
realised I had to be more confident with voicing any disagreement when I felt it was 
necessary. 

Let’s Connect!
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TEO YISHAN 
People Experience Associate, ShopBack 

I had a steep learning curve because everything was moving really fast, but it taught 
me to be objective driven and remember my ‘customers’, who are the ShopBackers for 
my case. From there, work backwards and see if you're really solving the problem for 
them rather than just solving it in the way that you perceive.  I also had the mindset 
that when I first go into a job, I want to prove myself. I think having a bit of this 
mindset is okay, but know when to ask for help.   

What does your job scope entail?

We take care of people’s experiences as ShopBackers during their time here. I didn't 
know what People Experience meant at first, but you can think of it as User 
Experience. You take the users to be the employees and the objective is to ensure our 
ShopBackers will have a meaningful time while working here. We mainly work on areas 
like employee engagement. We do basically anything to ensure that our employees 
find their time here impactful and that their needs are being taken care of so they can 
focus on doing their best work, which is what will drive the company forward.  

What do you enjoy most in your job scope? 
I honestly enjoy having so much work to be done and realising that there is even more 
that can be accomplished. It's a process whereby an objective is set and you get to 
showcase ideas of your own and execute them as well to create real impact in the 
company. I also love the mentality we have here at ShopBack, where we always want to 
provide more value to ShopBackers, users, merchant partners, etc.  

What was the transition like for you from university to working life?

Let’s Connect!

HUMAN RESOURCE 
Technology
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DIGITAL BUSINESS

What recommendations do you have regarding job search for 
graduates?

What would you say has been the largest challenge you have 
faced since graduating from university?

I moved from India to Singapore to do an MBA. Prior to this move, I 
was a consultant & McKinsey & Co. My biggest challenge was a shift in 
all 3 dimensions of my career, at once, post MBA; Geographical shift - 
from India to Singapore, Industry shift - from Consulting to 
eCommerce, Role shift - from Business to Marketing

I think it would be for graduates to come in with a mindset to be 
flexible & absorbing versus to be fixated & demanding. In a nutshell, I 
believes that skills and tools can be learned, it's your attitude that 
would set you apart.

No two days are the same - constantly changing macro situations, 
dynamic and fast-growing payments industry & competition. There is a 
constant need to be adaptive and reactive to market situations. A few 
things always hold true daily: back to back Zoom & Google Meet calls. 
In between meetings, there is a 15 minutes “breather”, where I would 
typically physically & mentally recharge myself with a short 
meditation, water/snacks & a short chat with my husband working out 
of the other room.

Could you describe how a typical day would look like for you at 
work?

AVANTIKA JAIN 
Regional Head of Demand, Fave 

Let’s Connect!
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FINANCE 

Other than pure finance and accounting skills that are just 
useful in evaluating new opportunities and business planning, I 
think soft skills are super important to have in venture. 
Empathy is the most important characteristic in my mind. 
Founders have put their life and passion into their business, 
and it can be quite a lonely journey. So we like to see ourselves 
as partners with our founders. We are on this difficult journey 
together as a support system and as a sounding board.

What does being in Venture Capital entail?
I’m an Associate at DSG Consumer Partners. DSGCP 
invests in and help build early-stage insurgent brands in 
the region. An insurgent brand is a challenger brand or 
more specifically a brand that is a lot more relevant to 
the new-age consumer and that is taking market share 
away from larger incumbents. Brands speak to the 
lifestyle of consumers and overtime and across 
geographies, lifestyles differ. So we look for local 
entrepreneurs building local, relevant consumer, direct-
to-consumer brands in the our focus geographies. 

What do you enjoy most about Venture Capital? 
We are super hands-on, I really enjoy working closely with our 
founders, behind the scenes, driving growth initiatives with our 
brands. Venture is a people business from start to finish. So, we 
make sure we spend a lot of time with our founders from idea 
stage to launch and beyond. We help our founders scale through 
our distribution networks, digital marketing strategies we have 
employed in the past, product pricing, branding and go-to-
market strategies. 

What are some necessary skill sets you recommend for 
the students to possess in your line of work?

Venture Capital

NADIM MUZAYYIN 
Associate 
DSG Consumer 

Let’s Connect!
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FINANCE

I wouldn't have done anything differently, because I’ve been quite 
blessed on this journey. Maybe I would tell myself to study a little bit 
harder to get summa cum laude. But honestly, I look more at 
character, attitude, and their fit in the team. Grades only matter if 
you’re looking to get into a prestigious post-undergraduate program, 
but even then, its importance differs between business units.

What do you enjoy most about your role?
Interacting with different people. In the 12 years of my career, I 
always got to meet new people because people move between 
industries, companies, and different parts of a business. I’m always 
happy to see fresh new blood coming into the team and learning 
from them. I’ve always believed in mutual learning and I value getting 
fresh perspectives as you meet different people along the way.

Having graduated during the height of the Global Financial 
Crisis, how would you suggest students best navigate these 
uncertain times?
Follow your passion and get a couple of internships. Get yourself out 
there, and meet as many people as you can. Be humble, treat each 
other with respect, and that’s what you'll get in return. This will really 
help in your journey. You’ll also have to open your eyes a little bit by 
broadening your horizons in terms of industries and sectors; banks 
aren’t the only way to gain relevant experience.

What would you advise your 21-year-old self?

Financial Services

CAVIN WONG 
Regional Head of GTB (Asia Pacific), TD Securities 
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It has got to be the people I work with. From the Bainies I work with on a day to 
day basis who constantly inspire me to grow and learn, to the world class client 
set we collaborate with on the most transformational questions of our time.

What advice do you have for students?
Students should follow the rule of elimination early on in their exploration phase. 
Form an early hunch of what you enjoy and try out career options that allow you 
to test this out and validate your hunch. As you start to progress in your career, 
gradually begin to pivot towards things that you enjoy, and eliminate elements of 
those which you do not. A deliberate career is not a raw sprint, but a 
steeplechase requiring stamina, agility and grit to keep at it year after year.

Are there any misconceptions that you would like to debunk 
about the marketing industry?
Absolutely! There are a few misconceptions that come to mind, like marketing 
being all about the creative, and all fluff and subjectivity. In my work at 
FRWD@Bain (Bain’s digital marketing and e-commerce capability), we work with 
clients to unlock incremental revenue opportunities through optimising their 
digital marketing and e-commerce operations. This requires us to work closely 
with the client’s media, ecommerce, sales and even finance teams, in order to 
fully capture the scale of uplift. In order to quantify such opportunities, we 
frequently must look at vast amounts of big data, and apply advanced statistical 
and modelling techniques, in order to create realistic forecasts of the uplifts. 

What do you enjoy most about your role as a consultant?

Consulting

LYN LIM 
Director of Media, Bain & Co. 

MARKETING  
& STRATEGY

Let’s Connect!

We have a saying that ‘a Bainie never lets another Bainie fail’, 
and that alone, speaks volumes about our culture of support.
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP

I founded my first company while I was an undergraduate. I believe the biggest 
challenge then was to find the right way to run a company. Lucky for me, there 
was the internet and many fellow founders to get resources from. In this 
internet age, everything can be found online. I believe schools are not where 
you learn, but to find out how you learn. Once you understand how you learn, 
the resources out there are limitless.

Where do you see yourself/your industry in the next 5/10 years?

What would you say has been the largest challenge you have faced 
since graduating from university?

Blockchain and cryptocurrency have been the talk of the town in the recent 
months. The industry moves rapidly. I will be here with the new technology 
as it emerges at an accelerated rate which will make it really hard to catch 
up. I believe that this industry is attracting many bright young minds. Soon 
blockchain will be everywhere, in all sorts of applications. 

What are some necessary skill sets students are recommended 
to possess to join your line of work?
You will need to learn fast, be in tune with the industry and 
be very adaptable. Be open-minded to new innovations of 
this space yet skeptical to be able to differentiate the 
posers.

Technology

TERENCE TOH 
Chief of Staff, Switcheo Network 

What does your job entail?
My job as the Chief of Staff of Switcheo Labs is to take care of all 
Operations, Finance and Human Resource matters in the company.
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Special Thanks To
We would like to express our appreciation to all our contributors: 

• SMU Business Society 
• Industry Professionals 

for taking valuable time to offer their professional insights, making 
the first edition of the Bondue Business Times an astounding success.

Contributors

Shawn Chua Grace Chang Jillian Goh Lynn Cheng

Head of  
Content Creation

Disclaimer: The views expressed in this magazine represent the personal views of each author, and 

may not accurately reflect the official policy or position of the author’s organisation. This magazine 

does not guarantee the accuracy, completeness, or timeliness of the information presented.

“The greatest glory 
in living lies not in 

never falling, but in 
rising every time 

we fall.”  
-Nelson Mandela

"I am not 
throwing away 

my shot” 
- Alexander 

Hamilton

"The noblest art 
is that of 

making others 
happy."  

- P.T. Barnum

“I believe every 
human has a finite 

number of 
heartbeats. I don’t 
intend to waste any 

of mine.”  
- Neil Armstrong

Content Strategist Chief Editor  
& Designer Content Strategist
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"Networking is not about just connecting people. 
It’s about connecting people with people, people with ideas, 

and people with opportunities.” 

- Michele Jennae

50 Stamford Rd, Singapore 178899

https://www.facebook.com/smubondue/
https://www.instagram.com/smubondue/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/smubondue/mycompany/

